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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome everyoneWe appreciate you attending this Workshop for Local Floodplain Management Officials(optional)I feel I should tell you that this workshop is usually delivered in person and has never been given as a webinarBut we’re going to do our best to make it work for youSo, I hope you’ll bare with us if we run into any snags



10:00AM WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
10:10AM INTRODUCTION TO FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT
10:20AM FLOODPLAIN MAPS AND STUDIES
10:50AM BREAK
11:00AM REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS: MAPS AND PERMITS
11:30AM REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS: FLOODWAYS
12:00PM LUNCH BREAK
1:00PM REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS: NEW BUILDINGS
1:40PM REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS: EXISTING BUILDINGS
2:20PM BREAK
2:30PM ADMINISTRATION AND INSPECTIONS
2:50PM WRAP UP
3:00PM ADJOURN

June 7, 2023
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Program Schedule
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Welcome everyoneWe appreciate you attending this Workshop for Local Floodplain Management Officials(optional)I feel I should tell you that this workshop is usually delivered in person and has never been given as a webinarBut we’re going to do our best to make it work for youSo, I hope you’ll bare with us if we run into any snags
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get started, we’d like to deal with a few webinar logisticsLet’s start by familiarizing everyone with the Zoom Control Panel If you look in the lower left hand corner you’ll see a microphone button with a slash across it.  Currently the audio for all participants are muted. Next to it notice that all participant videos are also disabledHere is the button you’d click if you want to see a list of participants.This is the “Reactions” button.  Notice that one of the reactions is the “Raised Hand”.  If you have a question you’d like to ask using audio, just click that reaction to get the moderator’s attention.And lastly, here’s the button for the “Chat” window.  We ask that you use the Chat window to ask most questions.



Webinar Logistics
• All lines will be automatically muted

• Use “Chat” window in control panel to 
submit questions or comments to the 
webinar organizer.

• Select questions will be read to the 
presenter and answered.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Webinar LogisticsAs already mentioned, all lines will be automatically mutedUse the “Questions” window in the control panel to submit your questions or comments to the webinar organizer.Select questions will be read to the presenter and answered.



Continuing Education Credits
• Certified Floodplain Managers are eligible for 4 

CECs for participation.
• Eligibility for CEC is dependent on your 

participation in poll questions and time spent 
viewing the webinar.

• You must have registered individually in order 
to be eligible for CEC. Attending the webinar in 
a group setting or viewing the recording is NOT 
eligible for CEC.
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Presentation Notes
Continuing Education CreditsCertified Floodplain Managers are eligible for 3.5 CEC for participation.Eligibility for CEC is dependent on your participation in poll questions and time spent viewing the webinar (as determined by the webinar software).You must have registered individually in order to be eligible for CEC. Attending the webinar in a group setting or viewing the recording is NOT eligible for CEC.



Organizers and Presenters

• Ken Bouma - IDNR
• Jason Conn - IDNR
• Adrienne Ricehill - IDNR
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Presentation Notes
Organizers and Presenters for this training will beKen BoumaJason ConnAdrienne Ricehill
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OBJECTIVES
REVIEW THE BASIC RULES OF 
ADMINISTERING A LOCAL 
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
ORDINANCE

BECOME FAMILIAR WITH THE 
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT DESK 
REFERENCE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Objectives <read slide>



Workshop 
Materials

 Presentation Notes

 2014 Floodplain 
Management Desk 
Reference
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Links to 2 documents were included with the original workshop announcementThe presentation notes 2014 FP Management Desk ReferenceAlso, been several modifications to the workshop slides since the original announcement went outWe’ll send a link to the revised slides after the workshop.	Two of the documents available for download are the presentation notes and the 2014 FP Management Desk Reference



Section 1
Flooding and 
Floodplain 
Dynamics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start by talking about flooding and floodplain dynamicsBecause rivers and other waterways have attracted people and industry, a substantial portion of this country’s development is now subject to flooding. Floodplains account for only seven percent of the nation’s total land area. However, they contain a tremendous amount of property value. It is estimated that there are over 8.5 million housing units in our nation’s floodplains affecting over 18 million persons. Two problems result from floodplain development:Development alters the floodplain and the dynamics of flooding.Buildings and infrastructure are damaged by periodic flooding.Human development (increase of impervious surfaces, buildings, structures, and more) can have an adverse impact on flooding. Problems arise in two areas: the watershed (where the water comes from) and the floodplain (where it goes).



Flooding is a 
natural process

INTRODUCTION TO                     
FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT

1-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flooding is the result of natural process.Is part of the hydrologic cycleEvapotranspirationCondensationPrecipitationPercolation/infiltrationRunoffRepeatNote the red box in the corner.  When you see this, it’s referencing a page in the Desk Reference



Flood problems are 
caused by people
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flooding only becomes a problem when we put people and development in its path.Over time rivers and other waterways have attracted people and industriesA substantial portion of the nation’s development is now subject to floodingFloodplains only accounts for ~7% of nation’s total land areaBut, It’s estimated that over 13 million people currently live in the floodplainMillions more work or drive through them every day
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Flooding of developed areas 
creates safety hazards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using data from the past 30 years, the NWS estimates that, on average, floods kill 86 people every yearAnd since 2010 the average annual cost of flood damage has been ~$17 billionDrowning in vehicles is the #1 cause of death



Flooding of developed areas 
creates health hazards
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Flooding can bring health hazards in the form of animal carcasses and garbage.  Most items that come in contact with flood waters must be thrown out.As you can see in the picture on the right, one of the health hazards that can result from flood are mold, mildew and bacteria that can grow in damp flooded areas.
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Flooding damages buildings

Soaking and sediment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Buildings can be damaged by flood in several ways.  There’s the obvious damage caused by soaking and sediment and, the longer the water sits in a building, the further it can wick-up vertically into drywall, insulation and particle board.Simply letting a flooded house dry out will not render it clean—and it certainly will not be as healthy a place as it was before the flood. The FEMA/American Red Cross publication, Repairing Your Flooded Home, devotes many pages to proper and healthy clean up procedures.



Flooding 
damages 
buildings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Floods damage property in more ways than simply soaking materials or creating mold or mildew problems.What we’re looking at here is a concrete floor that buckled due to the buoyancy force associated with the elevated ground water table caused by a flood.



Hydrostatic Forces
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The weight of standing water puts hydrostatic pressure on a structure. The deeper the water, the more it weighs and the greater the hydrostatic pressure.Most walls are not built to withstand lateral pressure. Studies and tests have shown that the lateral force presented by three feet of standing water can be enough to collapse the walls of a typical frame house. A basement wall is subjected to the combined weight of water and saturated earth. And, groundwater beneath a flooded building will attempt to seek its own level—resulting in uplift forces that can collapse a foundation and buckle a concrete floor.    



Hydrodynamic 
forces

Moving water 
creates a 
hydrodynamic 
force that can 
damage a 
building’s walls 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving water creates a hydrodynamic force which can damage a building’s walls in three ways:Frontal impact, as water strikes the structure;Drag effect, as water runs along the sides of a structure; andEddies or negative pressures, created as water passes the downstream side. The speed of moving water is called velocity, a movement that is usually measured in feet per second. The faster water moves, the more pressure it puts on a structure and the more it will erode stream banks and scour the earth around a building’s foundation. 



Debris Impact

Floodwaters can and will pick up anything that 
will float—logs, lumber, ice, even propane and 
farm chemical tanks and vehicles. 

Moving water will also drag or roll objects that 
don’t float. 

Debris acts as battering rams that can knock 
holes in walls and demolish foundations.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Debris also increases the hazard posed by moving water. Floodwaters can and will pick up anything that will float—logs, lumber, ice, even propane and farm chemical tanks and vehicles. Moving water will also drag or roll objects that don’t float. All of this debris acts as battering rams that can knock holes in walls and demolish foundations.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A minute ago I showed you a slide of the hydrologic cycleThis is what we refer to as the hydro-illogical cycleExperience shows that, immediately after a flood event, people are concerned and looking for ways to prevent something like that from ever happening again.But too often, as time passes we forget those lessons and repeat the same mistakes.Resulting in the endless cycle of damage and rebuild and damage.Flood – rebuild - repeat



BFE: Base Flood Elevation
CFR: Code of Federal Regulations
CRS: Community Rating System
DNR: Iowa Department of Natural Resources
FEMA: Federal Emergency Management Agency
FIRM: Flood Insurance Rate Map
FIS: Flood Insurance Study
LOMA: Letter of Map Amendment
LOMR: Letter of Map Revision
NFIP: National Flood Insurance Program
SFHA: Special Flood Hazard Area
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to highlight some common acronyms – first exposure – they are explained more in detail in later sections.So if you encounter one of these acronyms was we go along and can’t remember what it stand for, you can hopefully look back at this page in your presentation notes.



Section 2

The National 
Flood Insurance 
Program
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk now about the NFIP



National Flood Insurance 
Program (NFIP)

Transfer costs from taxpayer to 
floodplain property owner

Provide assistance after any flood

Guide development away from 
floodplains

Require protection of buildings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created in 1968.  The intent was to Transfer costs of flood damages from the taxpayer to the floodplain property owner And, unlike disaster assistance, flood insurance would provide assistance to those suffering damage after any flood – not just when there is a federal disaster declaration.Intended to guide development away from floodplain areasAnd to require protection for buildings that were constructed in the flood plainBut, few communities joined the NFIP.  So, in 1973 following Hurricane Agnes (1972) Congress passed the Flood Disaster Protection Act which required flood insurance as a condition of any federal aid or loan from federally insured banks for buildings located in the flood plain 



Three parts of the NFIP

Floodplain maps

Flood insurance - Rates based on 
flood risk

Floodplain management 
regulations - Rules based on 
floodplain maps
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Maps

Insurance

Regulations

2-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Three parts of the NFIPMaps Communities, states and Federal agencies use them as basis for regulating new floodplain developmentLenders us them to determine if structure is in SFHAAgents use them to help rate policiesInsuranceFlood insurance can be purchased for any building located in a community participating in the NFIPRates are based on actuarial assessment of a property’s flood risk. RegulationsIn a participating community, any new development or substantial improvement of an existing building requires a flood plain development permitThe idea of this being that, over a period of time, these regulations will help reduce the community’s vulnerability to damage by flood.
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NFIP Profile as of June 2023

> 22,500 communities participate nationwide

711 Iowa communities participate

> 3.9 million flood insurance policies are in effect nationwide

~ 8,600 flood insurance policies are in effect in Iowa

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quick snapshot of NFIP participating and coverage both nationwide and in Iowa.  NFIP policies are decreasing across the nation and in Iowa.  This could be attributed to increased premiums under Risk Rating 2.0 and/or the emergency of the private flood insurance market.



NFIP Roles and 
Responsibilities
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2-8

FEMA

Mutual 
Agreement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The NFIP is founded on a mutual agreement between the federal government and each participating community…..including the State Each has its responsibilities



NFIP roles and responsibilities

• Federal – FEMA 
• Maps
• Insurance
• Community compliance

• State – DNR
• Administer state regulations
• Help communities

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at the responsibilities for the Federal gov’t, state and communitiesFederal - FEMA Produce flood mapsMake flood insurance availableEnsure communities are compliant in the enforcement of their regulationsState  - DNRState has a flood plain management program that predates the NFIP.State has underlying FP permit authority.So, responsibility to enforce its regulationsAnd, assist communities in the administration of their regulations



NFIP roles and responsibilities

• Community – cities and counties
• Enforce the ordinance

• Help keep maps updated

• Help residents with maps and construction 
questions

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The community’s role is of paramount importance. Community  - (city or county)Enforce the requirements of its FP ordinanceIn order to participate in NFIP, community must adopt and enforce FP regulations.Require a permit for any development in SFHAHelp keep the maps up to date (annexations, waterway alterations, watershed improvements)Assist residents with interpretation of the maps and with construction questions



Lack of enforcement
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New construction subject to flood damage

Probation - $50 premium surcharge

Suspension – sanctions
No flood insurance

No federal aid for floodplain buildings
VA, FHA, EPA, HUD, FEMA, etc.

 Lender notice to loan recipient

2-14

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, what happens if community does not enforce its regulations?Of course one of the things that happens is that new construction may be subject to flood damage because it’s not being regulated correctlyAs for sanctions, the first thing that happens is the community is placed on probation.  In a community on probation, there’s a $50 surcharge on all flood insurance policiesProbation last a year.  Community expected to rectify any problems with the administration of its regulations, and to mitigate any violations discovered.If problems still exist, community can be suspended from the NFIP.Results in loss of federal flood insuranceWhich means no federal aid or loan programs in SFHAAlso means that people with loans for buildings located in SHFA might have problems with their lenders. 



Section 3
How maps are prepared
Section 4
NFIP maps
Section 5
Using maps and data
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about the flood maps we use – or should be using – and the studies and data that go along with them.
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Section 3 - How maps are prepared

• Technical background to mapping

3-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we do that, lets start by going over a few technical terms



Flood study terminology
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• 100-year flood 

• = 1% chance flood

• = Base flood 

3-3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The term “100-year flood” is probably the most misused and misunderstood term in FP management.  Not the flood that happens once every 100-yearsNot the biggest flood that can occurOr the biggest one that has occurred



Flood study terminology
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• 100-year floodplain 
• = Special Flood                                       

Hazard Area 
• = Zone A, AE, A#, AH

and AO
3-3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
100-year floodplainArea inundated by the 100-year or Base FloodFEMA refers to it as the SFHAOn FEMA maps it’s represented by the Zone A, AE, and on older maps, the numbered A Zones (A1-A30)The numbered A zones were used on maps produced prior to 1986.Modern maps (including those produced recently) use AE (A with Elevation) instead.



Flood Insurance Study
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• Text and maps
• How study was done
• Data tables
• Flood profiles
• Page 26-9

3-5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Flood Insurance StudyIt consists of the Report text and the accompanying flood mapsThe Report Includes:Description of how flood study was conductedData tablesFlood profilesAnd describe how that information is related to the Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM).I’m sure most of your communities have an FIS text.  But if not, example on page 26-9 of the Desk Reference
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now want to take a minute to talk about the floodwayDelineation a floodway is one of the more complicated concepts in floodplain management



Concept of the Floodway

Boundaries determined by horizontal distance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s how the floodway width is determinedHere we’re looking at a cross-section through a natural, undeveloped floodplainAs we encroach into that floodplain with development, the elevation of the 100-year flood increasesThe idea of the floodway is to determine how much you can horizontally encroach into that floodplain before you increase the 100 - year food elevation by no more than 1 foot above what it was before you started.The width between those encroachments on both sides is the floodwayThe areas outside the floodway are referred to as the fringe.



Floodway 
Map 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s another map that shows the entire floodplain, floodway and fringe
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Section 4 - NFIP maps

• FEMA map formats

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re going to talk about map formats.Being as most Iowa counties have digital products, much of the following information is just historical backgroundBut, it’s still important to know it since there may be times when you’ll need to reference information from your communities’ older flood products



Flood Hazard Boundary Map
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• First map from 
FEMA

• A Zone
• No elevations

4-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First maps published for most communities were Flood Hazard Boundary Maps.  They were published in the 1970s and early 1980s without benefit of detailed studiesFHMBs were prepared in order to provide an initial identification of flood risk for more than 21,000 floodprone communities in the nation. Original intent was to replace them with detailed flood insurance studies.  But, due to funding issues, that didn’t always happen



Flood Hazard 
Boundary 
Map
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• Special Conversion 
Letters (page 4-3)

4-2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FEMA converted many FHBMs to FIRMs by issuing a letter to the community stating that the FHBM shall be considered a FIRM without printing a new map. This process is called a “special conversion”—converting the community from the Emergency Phase to the Regular Phase of the NFIP. This is a sample of a special conversion letter that was once issued for the City of Volga. 



Flood Insurance Rate Map
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Map Index
• If >1 map panel
• If panel not printed – no 

SFHA

4-5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of map index panels<read slide>If the entire community fit onto one panel then an index wasn’t printed.In addition to the FIRM, Flood Insurance Studies (FIS) published prior to 1986 included a separate map panel called the Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFM)Showed, among other things, the regulatory floodway.  Reason for this is that, prior to 1986, the FIRMs were designed for use by insurance agents & lending institutions, while the FBFM maps were intended for floodplain regulation purposes.  For studies published since 1986, all floodplain boundary information, including the floodway, is presented on the FIRM.  



Title box
Older Generation 

FIRM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at the information provided in the title box for the older generation of maps



Title block
Newer Generation FIRM 

The title block is located in the lower right 
portion of each unopened Index and FIRM  
panel.  Included in the title block are: 
 The community name ( in this  case the county);
 The Map Panel number;
 The names of the individual  communities  shown 

on this Panel;  
 The s ix-digit  community identif ication numbers 

(CID) for  the communities shown on the;
 Map Panel suff ix  – a letter,  e.g.,  B,  C;  
 Map number (for  a countywide FIRM the s ixth 

digit  is  a lways a “C ”);
 Map effect ive or  map revision date
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at the title block for the Newer Generation FIRMSThis is a map panel for a county-wide FRMThe community name, in this case the county since this is a countywide study;The Map Panel number;The names of the individual communities  shown on this Panel; The six-digit community identification numbers (CID) for the communities shown on the Panel (i.e., 190050 and 190058) followed by the Panel number -0211;Map Panel suffix – a letter, e.g., B, C; Map number. For a countywide FIRM the sixth digit is always a “C”; Countywide FIRMs: 2-digit state FIPS + 3-digit county FIPS + C + 4-digit panel number + Suffix (FIPS – Federal Information Processing Standard )Map effective or map revision date – August 19, 2013, for Cedar County, Iowa and Incorporated Areas.



FIRM Features (before 1986)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What we have here is a portion of a typical FIRM published prior to 1986Shows – …..6 clicks



Fringe

Fringe

Floodway Map Features (before 1986)
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Approximate 
Study Zone

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I mentioned earlier, for detailed studies published before 1986 there is also a 2nd map called the Flood Boundary and Floodway MapShows ……7 clicksHaving 2 maps was confusing.  



FIRM Features 
(after 1986)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, for studies completed after 1986, all the information was included on the FIRMShows……..8 clicks



FIRM Features (Shallow flooding)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about the FIRM features for Shallow flooding  areas There are 2-types – first one shown on this slide is for the AO Zone.AO Zone - typically shows an area where there is sheet flow (runoff that occurs on broad, flat floodplains w/ little to no topographic relief.  Instead of an elevation this zone shows a depth of flooding usually from 1 to 3ft.



FIRM Features 
(Shallow 
flooding)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other type Shallow Flooding areas is the AH zone.  These are flood plains away from the main channel where there is ponding.  Includes an elevationTypically seen behind accredited levee systems



Countywide
FIRM 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Originally, FEMA produced a separate flood map for each communityStarting in the mid-1990’s, started producing countywide map products.Advantages are that study information doesn’t stop at the corporate boundaryEspecially nice when community annexes areasZones used on these maps are typically AE, A, AO, AH & X



National Flood Hazard Layer 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NFHL = geodatabase that contains the current effective flood hazard data across the county.For communities that have effective digital maps.Can be viewed on:Map Service Center websiteArcGIS online ViewerOr in Google Earth (must download a .KMZ file)FEMA has developed user guides 



National Flood Hazard Layer 
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Flood Insurance Study
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talked a few minutes ago about the Flood Insurance Study text and the things you can find in itIf you have any detailed study streams in your community, one of the things included is the Floodway Data TableRemember we looked earlier at a FIRM and it had the cross-section lines with the letters on each end?This table shows the floodway width and the BFE at each of those cross-sectionsAnd it also shows the amount the base flood elevation increased due confining flow to the floodway



Flood Insurance Study (cont.)
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1000 ft.

575.6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another thing you’ll find in the FIS text is the flood profile sheets	As you can see, the scale along the bottom it shows the distance from some point……in this case it’s the streams confluence with the Mississippi RiverThe scale along the left side shows elevationsHere’s the channel bottomThis profile sheet shows profiles for 4 different frequency floods (10, 50, 100 & 500 yr. floods)The 100-year flood profile is the 3rd one from the bottomRemember the cross-sections labeled with letters?  The profile sheet shows the locations for each of themAnd, it also shows features such as road bridges and damsSo, let’s say you have a project that, on the FIRM you can see is located a 1000 ft. upstream from cross-section BYou can measure that distance on the profile and determine the BFE at that locationAnd in this case it’s 575.6 ft.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to explain how to find the location for a project on the flood profileLet’s say someone needs a BFE for a structure located here between x-sections X & Y You can see from the BFE’s shown on the FIRM, they’re larger on the left side of the map than they are on the rightSo the stream is running from left-to-rightAs I said earlier, you determine how far the project is from a cross-section and then scale that distance on the profile to determine the BFEYou’re first inclination might be to measure directly between the project and the cross-sectionBut that’s not the way to do itReason is, the distances on the stream profiles are measured along the length of the channelSo, you measure the distance along the channel line shown on the mapAnd, be sure to measure the distance to the upstream side of the project because that’s where the BFE will be highest.We just went over how to do this pretty quicklyJust wanted to give those of you who haven’t used the flood maps often an idea of how you determine the BFE at a particular locationAlways feel free to contact us if you need help doing this yourself



Poll Question #1

What is the first flood map that most 
communities received in the 1970's?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #1What is the first flood map that most communities received in the 1970's?Flood Insurance Rate Map (FIRM)Flood Hazard Boundary Map (FHBM)Flood Boundary and Floodway Map (FBFW)



Poll Question #2

What change to floodplain maps did 
FEMA make in the late 1980's?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #2What change to floodplain maps did FEMA make in the late 1980's?FIRMs were done on a countywide basisInformation previously shown on the FBFW maps was included on the FIRMThe printing of paper maps was discontinuedAll of the above



Section 6
Revising NFIP Maps 
Using Letters of 
Map Change 
(LOMC)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we all know, sometimes the maps are not accurateOther times, changes occur in the flood plain that can affect the accuracy of the maps.There are several methods of revising the maps using what are called Letters of Map Change (LOMC)So, let’s discuss each type. Several types of LOMC



Letter of Map Amendment (LOMA)
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A LOMA can be 
requested if it can be 
shown that a structure 
or property (or portion 
of a property) is on 
natural high ground 
that is at or above the 
BFE.  

6-4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
LOMAUsed to correct a situation where the map mistakenly shows a property as being in the SFHAIdea is to show that the “natural ground” at the site is located above the elevation of the Base Flood 100-year floodBy “natural ground”, we mean that no filling or grading has occurred since before the property was mapped into the SFHAWhen dealing with an existing building that was constructed prior to the community’s first FIRM, only need to show that LAG above BFE Q100Can also be used to remove entire property – or portion of it -  from the SFHA, even when building does not existingUse MT-EZ for single lot; MT-1 for multi-lot. 



LOMA
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A LOMA can be 
requested if it can be 
shown that a structure 
or property (or portion 
of a property) is on 
natural high ground 
that is at or above the 
BFE.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s an example of a LOMAFor vacant lots, it must be shown that the lowest elevation within the boundaries of the property (or a legally described portion of the property) is at or above the BFE. Note: For buildings built after  the site was designated as a SFHA, it must be shown that: The lowest floor (including basement) is above the BFE; and The LAG is above the BFE.



Map changes

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Letter of Map Revision (LOMR)
• New flood study

New fill (LOMR–F)
• New fill, properly compacted
• Reasonably Safe From Flooding (TB 10-10)

Conditional letters
• (CLOMA, CLOMR)

6-8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other types of LOMCLOMR- new study done that revises what’s shown on the existing FIRM e.g., new bridge, Remove bridgeflood protection levee, Revise floodwayNew flood hazard delineationDoes not result in a physical map revision at that time (incorporated in new map products when eventually produced)Form MT-2LOMR-FUsed to remove a site that’s been filled from SFHAForm MT-1Request requires community acknowledgement that any structure constructed at that location will be “reasonably safe from flooding”Community does not have to provide the acknowledgement if it feels structure would not be reasonably safe from floodingTB 10-10; can require applicant to provide certification from registered professional engineer and use that as basis for acknowledgementCan also require higher standards (i.e., fill 2+BFE, etc.) Note: Form MT-1 also requires community to acknowledge compliance with the Endangered Species Act.  So should consider requiring that from the requestor.CLOMR’s – “what if” scenarioRequest made before a project that will alter the floodplain and/or flood profiles if constructedCLOMA - A letter from DHS-FEMA stating that a proposed structure that is not to be elevated by fill (natural grade) would not be inundated by the base flood if built as proposed.Use MT-1



Map changes
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WORKSHOP

• Usually submitted by owner
• FEMA MT forms 

• MT-EZ (single lot LOMA)
• MT-1 (LOMR-F) 
• MT-2 (LOMR)
• Download from web site (Section 27)

6-11

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Usually submitted by ownerFEMA MT forms MT-EZ (single lot LOMA)MT-1 (LOMR-F) Section 27Download from web site (Section 28)



A developer owns land on the edge of the 
floodplain. How can he get it shown out of 

the floodplain?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So you have a customer who has a question



Get a map change

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

• If the ground is higher than BFE: LOMA

• Fill the site and get a LOMR-F

• Do a new flood study and get a LOMR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3 options:If natural (pre-FIRM) ground is above BFE, can get a LOMAIf filled site, possible can get a LOMR-FIf believes the entire study is incorrect, can do a new study – apply for LOMRNew study- Can be very expensive.  Must start with original models associated with the flood study.  



A house was built in 1990 on a crawlspace. 
The first floor is above the Base Flood 
Elevation. How can he get it out of the 

floodplain?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP



Get a map change

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

• If the ground is higher than BFE: LOMA

• If only the floor is higher, but the lowest 
adjacent grade is not, no LOMA

• Do a new flood study and get a LOMR

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several things the customer didn’t tell youHe told you when the building was constructed, but didn’t tell you the FIRM dateThe building was constructed in 1990, so let’s assume the FIRM date is 1992. Because it was constructed pre-FIRM date, could possibly be eligible for LOMAHe told you the “first floor is above the elevation of the BFE.But he didn’t tell you whether or not the lowest adjacent grade is above that elevation of the BFE.If the ground is higher that BFE, then might be eligible for a LOMAIf only the lowest floor is above the BFE, but the LAG is not, then no LOMAOf course, he always has option of performing a new study.  So, what do you do if maps don’t include BFE?BFE can be developed for that specific site. DNR should be able to helpWe’ll discuss that more in a few minutes



Poll Question #3

In order for a building to be removed 
from the SFHA by LOMA, which of the 
following must be at/above the BFE?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #3In order for a building to be removed from the SFHA by LOMA, which of the following must be at/above the BFE?The lowest adjacent gradeThe highest adjacent gradeThe building’s lowest floorAll of the above



Break
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Section 7
Regulatory 
Framework

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP



Statutory Authority
• 335.2 Farms exempt. Except to the extent required to 

implement section 335.27, no ordinance adopted under 
this chapter applies to land, farm houses, farm barns, 
farm outbuildings or other buildings or structures which 
are primarily adapted, by reason of nature and area, for 
use for agricultural purposes, while so used. However, 
the ordinances may apply to any structure, building, 
dam, obstruction, deposit or excavation in or on the 
flood plains of any river or stream. (Italics added)

• Activities beyond local legal authority still need 
a permit from DNR.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

7-3

• 335.2 Farms exempt. Except to the extent required to 
implement section 335.27, no ordinance adopted under 
this chapter applies to land, farm houses, farm barns, 
farm outbuildings or other buildings or structures which 
are primarily adapted, by reason of nature and area, for 
use for agricultural purposes, while so used. However, 
the ordinances may apply to any structure, building, 
dam, obstruction, deposit or excavation in or on the 
flood plains of any river or stream. (Italics added)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A lot of good information in Chapter 7 regarding the statutory basis and limitations of a community’s authority to require permits.  Right now, only want to address two things.1.  Agricultural structures.We sometimes hear from community officials who claim that the Iowa Code prevents them from regulating agricultural structures.Here’s the language from Section 335.2, Code of Iowa.As can see, ag buildings are exempt from most land use regulations….but NOT from those regarding development in the flood plain2.  There are situations where the community may not be able to require an application for permit:State of Iowa – most agencies won’t apply for local permits (DOT, etc)Still require permit from DNR



The Ordinance
Delegated communities
 Detailed flood data and maps 
 Ordinance approved by DNR
 Issue permits without waiting for DNR
 Ordinance changes need DNR approval

Non delegated communities
 Wait for DNR floodplain permit
 Ordinance changes needs DNR review

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, all communities must adopt floodplain management ordinance in order to participate in the NFIPAs was also mentioned earlier, the Iowa DNR has statewide floodplain management regulationsThe DNR has delegated a portion of its floodplain permitting authority to some communities (currently 136)Delegated communitiesDetailed study that illustrates published BFEs and delineated floodwayInterest and capability to handle w/out DNR oversightCommunity can issue permits for most types of development in lieu of DNRCertain things still require permit/review of DNRVariancesProject types that require detailed analysis (bridges, dams, etc)Non-delegated communities, ordinance requires permit from DNR firstGood thing - DNR will accomplish most of the technical analysis needed for granting of permit.



Section 8
Regulatory 
Requirements:        
Maps and Data

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we’re going to discuss the regulatory requirements regarding maps and data



You must use the 
effective maps and 

flood data published 
by FEMA.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are 5 basic rules that we’re going to discuss throughout the rest of the workshopThe first is, you must use the effective maps and flood insurance study (FIS) published by FEMAThat will also be the flood map referenced by date in your ordinance



Exceptions to Using Current Map

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

• Ground elevations conflict 
• Ground>BFE and FIRM says in 

• Need a permit, unless LOMA
• Ground<BFE and FIRM says out

• It’s out, but need a DNR permit
• FEMA has provided more restrictive draft or preliminary data 
• FEMA has issued more restrictive advisory flood hazard data 

after a flood 
8-4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Exceptions (read slide)Only use draft revised and advisory data when SFHA larger or BFE’s higher.Might need to reference the draft/advisory data along with the FIRM in ordinanceOtherwise, must use current mapNote: Current effective FIRM still effective for insurance and lender requirements



Approximate A Zones

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

8-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What about where the maps don’t provide Base Flood Elevation (BFEs) and floodway data – such as Zone A (show examples of FHBM and FIRM)



Approximate A Zones
DNR has jurisdiction over:

• Incorporated areas with drainage 
areas 2 square miles or greater

• Unincorporated areas with drainage 
areas 10 square miles or greater

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

8-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, the State of Iowa has had its own floodplain permitting program that predates the NFIPSo, a DNR Floodplain Permit is required for most types of floodplain development<read slide>



Within DNR Jurisdiction
• Applicants must provide DNR the data 

necessary to calculate the Base Flood 
Elevation.

• DNR provides BFE information to delegated 
communities to use for local permitting

• Non-delegated communities use BFE 
information contained in DNR Floodplain 
Permit for local permitting

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance says that, where the FIRM doesn’t provide the base flood elevation, applicant must:Provide DNR data necessary to calculate the base flood elevationOr complete their own study and submit it to the for DNR review.In a delegated community, that information will be provided to the community to use in its permittingIn non-delegated community, DNR will issue its own permit.  Community can use the information from that permit for its own permit process



Outside DNR Jurisdiction
• Submit request to DNR for a Base Flood 

Elevation and/or floodway determination

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Outside DNR Jurisdiction?<read slide>Among other things, FEMA minimum requirements are that the community determine that BFE using available dataBut in Iowa, your community’s FP management ordinance requires that, when the FIRM does not provide the BFE and floodway, the DNR should be contacted to determine them.



Poll Question #4

Which of the following is an acceptable 
reason to use something other than the 
effective FEMA FIRM?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #4Which of the following is an acceptable reason to use something other than the effective FEMA FIRM?The project site is in an area for which there is a LOMRThe FEMA preliminary FIRM shows a larger/deeper SFHAThe project site was removed from the SFHA by LOMAAll of the above



Section 9
Regulatory 
Requirements:        
What needs a 
permit? 

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s talk about what needs a floodplain development permit



A permit is required for all 
development w/in the 

Special Flood Hazard Area 
shown on the Flood 
Insurance Rate Map.
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Development:  
Any man-made change to improved  or 
unimproved real estate, including but 
not limited to: 

• New buildings & structures
• Additions or remodeling 
• Fencing
• Filling, grading, excavation, dredging
• Paving, including state highways
• Storage of materials or equipment

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Permits required for 
development

• Throughout the mapped 
SFHA

• More than just building 
permits

• Public projects must be 
regulated

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

44 CFR 60.3(a)(1) 
[“60.3(a) communities” that do 
not have a FIRM must] Require 
permits for all proposed 
construction or other 
development in the 
community, including the 
placement of manufactured 
homes, so that it may 
determine whether such 
construction or other 
development is proposed 
within flood-prone areas.

9-4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<read slide>More than just building permits……fill, excavation, etc.



Small project exemptions 
• Gardening

• Farming 

• Resurfacing roads 

• Routine Maintenance

• Mailboxes, flagpoles, etc.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Minor Projects & Routine Maintenance

“Development” does not include “minor projects” 
or “routine maintenance of existing buildings and 
facilities” as defined in this section. It also does 
not include gardening, plowing, and similar 
practices that do not involve filling or grading.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

9-6

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have adopted the DNR’s model, your ordinance already includes the following exemptions:“Development” does not include “minor projects” or “routine maintenance of existing buildings and facilities” as defined in this section. It also does not include gardening, plowing, and similar practices that do not involve filling or grading.MINOR PROJECTS - Small development activities (except for filling, grading and excavating) valued at less than $500.ROUTINE MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES – Repairs necessary to keep a structure in a safe and habitable condition that do not trigger a building permit, provided they are not associated with a general improvement of the structure or repair of a damaged structure.  Such repairs include:   Normal maintenance of structures such as re-roofing, replacing roofing tiles and replacing siding;Exterior and interior painting, papering, tiling, carpeting, cabinets, counter tops and similar finish work;Basement sealing;Repairing or replacing damaged or broken window panes;Repairing plumbing systems, electrical systems, heating or air conditioning systems and repairing wells or septic systems.Of course this assumes all they’re doing is “maintenance” and that the work isn’t part of a larger project.  But we’ll discuss this more this afternoon.



Minor Projects
Small development activities (except 
for filling, grading and excavating) 
valued at less than $500.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have adopted the DNR’s model, your ordinance already includes the following exemptions:MINOR PROJECTS - Small development activities (except for filling, grading and excavating) valued at less than $500.Of course this assumes all they’re doing is “maintenance” and that the work isn’t part of a larger project.  But we’ll discuss this more this afternoon.



Routine Maintenance
ROUTINE MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES 
– Repairs necessary to keep a structure in a safe and habitable 
condition that do not trigger a building permit, provided they 
are not associated with a general improvement of the structure 
or repair of a damaged structure. Such repairs include: 

• Normal maintenance of structures such as re-roofing, replacing 
roofing tiles and replacing siding;

• Exterior and interior painting, papering, tiling, carpeting, cabinets, 
counter tops and similar finish work;

• Basement sealing;
• Repairing or replacing damaged or broken window panes;
• Repairing plumbing systems, electrical systems, heating or air 

conditioning systems and repairing wells or septic systems.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you have adopted the DNR’s model, your ordinance already includes the following exemptions:Of course this assumes all they’re doing is “maintenance” and that the work isn’t part of a larger project.  But we’ll discuss this more this afternoon.



Subdivisions 
Large and Small Developments

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

44 CFR 60.3(b)(3): [Communities must] Require that all new 
subdivision proposals and other proposed development 
(including proposals for manufactured home parks and 
subdivisions) greater than 50 lots or 5 acres, whichever is the 
lesser, include within such proposals BFE data.

8-9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   Also, your community’s ordinance and FEMA’s rules require that….   Base Flood Elevation data must be provided for all new developments that are> 50 lots or > 5 acres (whichever is lesser)Must require Base Flood Elevation data for that developmentDeveloper must develop BFE’s and in many cases the floodway delineationDNR will often provide them with assistance 
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Proposed 76-lot subdivision Proposed 6.7-acre subdivision

Zone A left as open 
space.8-9

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Want to explain FEMA’s requirements for subdivisions in the SFHAIt says BFE’s required when there are greater than 50 lots or 5 acres, whichever is the lesserThe figure on the left shows a 76-lot subdivision with several lots clearly affected by an approximate A Zone boundary.  Not all lots are in the SFHABut 76 lots is greater than 50. So, BFE requiredThe subdivision depicted on the right is only 12 lots, But BFEs are required because the subdivision covers more than five acres. In the figure on the bottom, the entire approximate Zone A area is to be left as open space. Not necessary to develop BFE data



• Use the floodplain for 
open space 

• Locate building lots on 
highest ground  

• Locate utilities to 
minimize flood hazard

• Provide adequate 
drainage

• Final plat shows the 
SFHA [Optional]

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Subdivisions

9-6
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many communities have worked with developers to configure their subdivision such that it leaves the flood plain area for open spaceAt the very least:Try to locate building lots on highest groundLocate utilities to minimize damage by floodProvide for adequate drainageAlso, it’s nice to have the SFHA actually shown on the plat.  Also, ordinance requires that Subdivision proposals intended for residential use shall provide all lots with a means of access which will be passable by wheeled vehicles during the 1%  annual flood.  As discussed earlier, ordinance requires that Proposals for subdivisions greater than five (5) acres or fifty (50) lots (whichever is less) shall include base flood elevation data for those areas located within the Special Flood Hazard Area 



• Minimize or 
eliminate flood 
water infiltration 

• Elevated 
manholes

• Water tight seals 

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Water and 
Sewer Systems 

9-8

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance requires that new and replacement water supply and sanitary systems be designed to minimize or eliminate infiltration of flood waters into the system.Objective is to ensure that a building protected from flood damage can still be used after the flood recedes



Septic systems 
should be 

outside the  
floodplain or be 

designed to 
prevent     

backflow and 
buoyancy.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This also applies to septic system.  In most cases, these are permitted by County Sanitarian.  Hopefully, they’re considering this when they permitting the septic system.



Hazardous Materials 
 Prohibit hazardous 

material storage in the 
floodplain unless elevated 
one foot above the BFE.

 Consider prohibiting 
extremely hazardous 
materials completely from 
the floodplain.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Other Permits
Coordinate with other local offices

• Planning, zoning, building, etc. 
• Engineer
• Sanitation department
• Fire marshal
• County
• Drainage District
• Soil and water conservation district

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your ordinance also requires that the applicant receives all other necessary permits from federal, state and local governmental agenciesThis is a typical list of other permits that might also be required in your community



Other Permits 
• DNR Floodplain Construction Permit

• DNR Sovereign Lands Permit

• Dam Safety 

• Wetlands 
• DNR Water Quality Certification 

• Corps 404

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other permits that might be required:DNR FloodplainSovereign LandsCorps



FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

9-14

Permit and Environmental Review Management Tool (PERMT)
https://programs.iowadnr.gov/permt/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To submit an application for DNR and COE permits, use the DNR’s online PERMT applicationIt replaces the old paper Joint Application formhttps://programs.iowadnr.gov/permt/PERMT can also be used to request the determination of the BFE and floodway where they aren’t provided by the FIRM.
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Flood data and 
delegation status 

Incorporated areas Unincorporated areas 
Drainage area 
> 2 sq. miles 

Drainage area 
< 2 sq. miles 

Drainage area 
> 10 sq. miles 

Drainage area 
< 10 sq. miles 

No detailed study (AO & approximate A Zones) 
No delegation of DNR 
floodplain authority 

Permit 
application 
and flood 
data needed 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

Permit 
application 
and flood 
data needed 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

DNR floodplain 
authority delegated to 
community 

DNR 
approves 
flood data 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

DNR 
approves 
flood data 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

Detailed data available (AE, AO, and AH Zones) 
No delegation of DNR 
floodplain authority 

Permit 
application 
needed 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

Permit 
application 
needed 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

DNR floodplain 
authority delegated to 
community 

Permit 
needed only 
for bridges 
and flood 
protection 
systems 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 

Permit 
needed only 
for bridges 
and flood 
protection 
systems 

No DNR 
floodplain 
permit 
required 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table is to help you to determine whether or not a DNR flood plain permit is required.The things that it differentiates areWhether or not the site in a detailed or non-detailed study areaWhether or not it’s in a delegated communityWhether or not the project is on a stream with a large enough drainage area for it to be under DNR jurisdiction.



I’m in a non-delegated county. What do I 
do with this house?
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A new house on 
site 4 

Unincorporated area

Drainage area is 
greater than 10 mi2

• Need a local permit?

• A DNR permit?

• A Corps permit?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See from the BFE’s shown on the FIRM that the project is located in an area with a detailed study.
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A church parking 
lot on site 5 

Drainage area is 
less than 10 mi2

• Need a local 
permit?

• A DNR permit?

• A Corps permit?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

5
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Single lot project, outside DNR 
Jurisdiction

• Submit request to DNR to determine 
Base Flood Elevation and/or floodway 
boundaries

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

8-7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That last example was for a site in an unnumbered Zone A that, because of the drainage area, is outside the DNR’s jurisdiction. What about a single lot development in an unnumbered Zone A that is outside the DNR”s jurisdiction?As earlier stated, your community’s ordinance requires that, , when the FIRM does not provide the  BFE and floodway, the DNR should be contacted to determine them.



Poll Question #5

Which of the following activities in the 
SFHA is exempt from needing a 
floodplain development permit?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #5Which of the following activities in the SFHA is exempt from needing a floodplain development permit?GradingExcavationMailboxesPavingAll of the above
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Section 10
Regulatory 
Requirements: 
Floodways



Development must 
not increase the flood 

hazard on other 
properties. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We looked at this slide earlier.  As it shows, when you introduce an obstruction in the flood plain, it causes an increase in flood levels that can result in damage to pre-existing development.



Floodway

Fringe

Fringe

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The idea behind the delineation of a floodway is to limit the affects of development of flood levels by designating areas where development that involves obstructions to flood flows can and cannot occur.



• Development in the fringe can 
be permitted.

• Development in the floodway 
needs a special review.

• If no floodway mapped:  
Request DNR to determine 
floodway

Floodway

Fringe

Fringe

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
<read slide>If no floodway map:But ordinance requires applicant to work with DNR to delineate the floodway



DNR floodway permits
 Delegated communities:  If floodway is not 

mapped, request that DNR determine 
floodway

 Non-delegated communities: Send 
applications to DNR
 Projects in a mapped floodway
 All projects where no floodway mapped

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, how do we handle development in the floodway?Delegated communities, should send the applicant to the DNR where the FIRM does not provide the delineation of the floodway (as ordinance says)In a non-delegated community, whether a floodway is delineated or not, you should just direct the applicant to the DNRIf development is in floodway , will usually require engineering analysis to determine its effect on flood levels



Exemptions
 Non-obstructions to flow:

 Sign post, driveway at grade, etc.

 Buried pipeline crossings

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Certain types of development can occur without an engineering analysis of their effect on flood levelsCertain types of projects are excepted from DNR requirementsSigns posts, buried pipelines, etc..  Should be so small that obstruction cannot be measuredNon-floating boat docks on the Mississippi, Missouri, and conservation pools of Coralville, Rathbun, Saylorville and Red Rock reservoirs (though may still require a sovereign lands permit)



Use PERMT tool

Note:  DNR permit does NOT mean that all 
requirements of your ordinance have been met.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, if it’s determined that any permits are required from DNR (whether FP or Sovereign Lands) or USACE, use the DNR’s online PERMT tool



No-rise certification
• Engineer’s certification that proposed 

development in floodway will result in 
“no-rise” in the Base Flood Elevation

• Requires hydraulic analysis 
• Must be required for any proposed 

development in floodway 
• Even in areas outside DNR’s jurisdiction.

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As said earlier, if a proposed development is located in the FW, need to determine the effects on flood levels.Ordinance and DNR rules do not allow development in FW to result in ANY increase in Base Flood level (0.00 ft.)Typically, the applicant will be required to provide what’s referred to as certification of “no-rise”This is the result of a detailed engineering analysis of the proposed development on the flow capacity of the flood plain, not its affects on storage So, digging a hole in the flood plain does not mitigate the placement of an obstruction the floodwayA No-Rise Certification Must be required for any proposed development in floodwayExcept for those exempt types of development discussed 2 slides ago (buried pipelines, street signs and such), you should require no-rise certification for any proposed development in the floodwaySample language is shown on page 10-9



Lunch Break
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Section 11
Regulatory 
Requirements:                 
New Buildings



New buildings must 
be protected from 

damage caused by the 
base flood event.
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“Building”
• A walled and roofed structure, 

with at least two rigid sides

• Principally above ground

• Gas or liquid storage tanks

• Factory built homes

• Grain Storage Bins

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BuildingA walled and roofed structure, with at least two rigid sidesPrincipally above groundGas or liquid storage tanksFactory built homesAlso includes grain storage silosLook at the structure in this picture.  Based on this definition, is that a building?  ( There is animation on this slide – there are actually two pictures.  The first one is a house, and then the next click brings up a shelter.)



Flood Protection Elevation
Base Flood Elevation + freeboard

11-2
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Iowa, we require that the lowest floor of any building – including basement – be protected to a minimum 1 ft. above the elevation of the BFE 100-year flood



Protection Methods
• Elevation

• On fill (where permissible)
• On piles, posts or columns
• On walls or a crawlspace

• Floodproofing
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Protection MethodsElevationOn fill (where permissible)On piles, posts or columnsOn walls or a crawlspace – which we’ll discuss in a few minutesFloodproofing – which is typically only allowed for non-residential buildings.  And, we’ll discuss that more, later.



Elevation on fill
• Installed in layers and 

compacted
• Extend 18 feet beyond 

structure walls before  
sloping below FPE

• Slope properly to avoid 
erosion

• Go for LOMR-F?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Preferred method of elevation is fillBest way to protect the entire structure – including foundationLayered and compactedPrefer that it extend 18 ft. beyond the structural walls before sloping below the required flood protection levelSlope to avoid erosion- 3:1 of flatterBuilding protected in this way may be eligible for LOMR-F if community willing to provide acknowledgement of “reasonably safe from flooding”



Elevation on piers, posts or pilings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Appropriate for areas where flood depths are higher and fill not feasibleMay be preferable to solid walls where velocities are high or where there is the possibility of wave action



Elevation on piers, posts or pilings
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Presentation Notes
Another example. Here using concrete piers



Elevation on walls or crawlspace
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Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk about elevating structures on walls or crawl spaces



Enclosures 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we’re looking at a house that has a portion of it elevated on what looks like a garageThe problems is, people have a tendency to use enclosed areas for living space, which results in additional flood damage.  So, how do we allow someone to elevate their building on an enclosure while preventing them from increasing the flood vulnerability of the building?



Enclosures
• Constructed using flood resistant materials
• Area must be allowed to flood using openings
• All utilities, furnaces, a/c and ductwork must be above the 

FPE
• Only used for:

• Building access
• Vehicle parking
• Storage of materials that have low flood damage potential.

• Not a basement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance defines the building’s “lowest floor” as the floor of the lowest enclosed area.But, here’s the exception:There’s something referred to as an enclosed area below lowest floor.  That is, an enclosed area that is not considered the lowest floor for either regulatory or insurance purposes.For an enclosed area to be considered an enclosed area below lowest floor, it must:Constructed using flood resistant materials (concrete).  No insulation or wall board below the required flood protection levelHave openings in the walls that allow for the automatic entry/exit of flood waters (automatic - - doors and windows don’t count) 1sq in per sq. ft.  No more than 1 ft. above gradeUtilities and ductwork must be elevated above required flood protection level (including ductwork and air conditioning unit)Only use for building access, parking and low damage potential storageNOT a basement (i.e., floor not below grade on all 4 sides) …..[NOTE:  if someone brings up FEMA TB 11 explain that subgrade crawlspaces can result in higher rates]



Elevation on walls or crawlspace
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Presentation Notes
Here’s an exampleCan see in this case the enclosure is used as a garageNote the elevated utilitiesNote openings in the walls



Elevation on walls or crawlspace
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Here’s an example of a buildings elevated on enclosure.  Part of the enclosed area here is used as a garage.  Unfortunately, we can’t tell from this picture if it has adequate openings and if utilities are elevated.



Enclosures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Does this building look like it’s compliant?See the utilities are elevatedSee lower area enclosed using lattice.  So, has adequate openingProbably not used as living area
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Just focusing on getting the lowest floor above the flood protection elevation (FPE) 
means that floor joists and ductwork may still be flooded.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, just focusing on getting the lowest floor above the required flood protection level means that the floor joists and ductwork may affected by flooding
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Presentation Notes
It’s important to ensure that the ductwork is also elevated.  Otherwise, it might be necessary to remove it following a flood.Hard to clean
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Here’s a picture of insulated ductwork that was damaged by flood.
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A properly elevated building has all damageable items, including floor joists, furnace, 
and ductwork, above the flood protection elevation (FPE).
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A properly elevated building has all damageable items, including floor joists, furnace, and ductwork, above the flood protection elevation (FPE).



Openings
You can be sure the openings are adequate by using 
one of two methods. 
1. The first method is to require the builder to have 

the design certified by a licensed professional 
engineer or architect. 

2. The second method is to have the design meet or 
exceed three criteria.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As mentioned earlier, an enclosed area below lowest floor must have openings that allow for the automatic entry/exit of flood waters.They can either be certified by an engineer as providing adequate openingOr meet the following criteria <on next slide>



• Bottom of the openings must 
be no higher than one foot 
above grade 

• Openings should be installed 
on at least 2 walls of the 
enclosure to ensure 
floodwaters will enter and exit
the enclosure.

• Provide a minimum of two 
openings having a net area of 
not less than one square inch 
for every square foot of 
enclosed area that is subject 
to flooding.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the openings must allow for the automatic entry/exit of flood waters.Windows and doors don’t qualify because are not “automatic”No higher than 1 ft. above exterior gradeInstalled on at least 2 wallsMinimum of 1 sq. inch per square foot of enclosureNote: Going back to the previous slide where we talked about flood openings that are certified by an engineerSeveral companies sell engineered openings that include certification.  Can find companies that sell them by doing an internet search for “engineered flood vents”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Is this opening installed correctly?Or this one?The house on the left has compliant crawlspace openings.The openings in the foundation on the right are too high.
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Can you tell me if these 
buildings are compliant?



Are these buildings compliant?
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Presentation Notes
One to the right seems to have the fill extend out further from the foundation



Is this building compliant?
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Hope so.  But, based on the spoil material located along the foundation, looks like it may have a subgrade enclosure



Is this building compliant?
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Presentation Notes
Vented with lattice & electrical service elevated



Is this building compliant?
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Where are the vented openings?This one, look at the openings located way up at the top.Even if they were closer to the ground, would not be enough opening



Is this building compliant?
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See 2 openings along that wall.  How many walls to the openings need to be located on?Based on the amount of floor space, do you thing it has enough openings?



Is this building compliant?
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Presentation Notes
How about this one?  Are those vents or windows?
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Completing & maintaining 
the Elevation Certificate is 
an important element of a 
floodplain management 
program. 

A copy of the Elevation 
Certificate can be found at 
https://www.fema.gov/ by 
using the search function. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Best way to ensure that the building is compliant is to require the applicant to submit an elevation certificateGives elevation of lowest floor Also provides certification of proper openings for buildings elevated on an enclosure. 

https://www.fema.gov/


Poll Question #6

For buildings elevated on enclosures, 
the maximum allowable distance 
between the bottom of wall openings 
and natural grade is:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #6For buildings elevated on enclosures, the maximum allowable distance between the bottom of wall openings and natural grade is:6 inches12 inches18 inchesNone of the above



Floodproofing
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Presentation Notes
Now let’s talk a bit about floodproofing



Floodproofing 
• Only for nonresidential buildings
• Walls are watertight
• Designed to resist hydrostatic and 

hydrodynamic loads and buoyancy
• Utilities are protected
• Where floodwaters < three feet deep
• Discourage human intervention
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only for nonresidential buildings Walls are designed to be watertightDesigned to resist hydrostatic and hydrodynamic loads and buoyancyUtilities are protectedTypically only used where floodwaters < three feet deepDiscourage human intervention.  i.e., like it when floodproofing will work without someone having to install door/window closures, and things of that nature.  Why?  Because flooding can occur when nobody is around to do it.  Also, people forget that those things need to be installed.



Floodproofing
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Presentation Notes
It isn’t easy to make the walls and floor of a building resistant to the hydrostatic, dynamic and buoyant forces associated with a flood.  Here’s another example of a floor that buckled as the result of buoyant pressures building up under it.Design requires, among other things, substantial reinforcement of the concrete with steel.  And, in the case of large floor areas, may require extra thickness of concrete and specific  position of floor supports so as to add weight and load on the floor to keep it from trying to bend…..concrete does a lot of things, but doesn’t “bend”.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A licensed professional engineer must prepare the building plans and certify that the floodproofing measures satisfy the requirements of the community’s ordinance, preferably using the FEMA Floodproofing Certificate. This is discussed in more detail in Section 18.



High water line 
↓ ↓
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Presentation Notes
There are limitations to the effectiveness of structural floodproofingSee the top of the concrete wall?That’s the level of structural floodproofing for this buildingSee the plate? It’s supposed to be bolted over the door before a flood eventSee the water line?  What do you think happened inside this building?Once flood levels exceed the level of flood protection, it’s like the building wasn’t protected at all



AO Zones
• Protect to the depth 

shown on the FIRM
• Protect to at least 

two feet if no depth 
shown on the FIRM
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• All other rules are the same
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take a quick moment to discuss how you handle AO Zones. Show required depth above highest adjacent gradeProtect to 2 feet if no depth shownNot many of these types of zones in the state



Basements
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Now let’s talk about basements



Basements
• Any area of a building having its floor 

below grade on all sides
• Includes cellars and below-grade 

crawlspaces
• Does not include “walkout” basements
• Floodproofed basements exceptions 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The definition of “basement” includes any enclosed area with floor below grade on all sidesDoes not include “walkouts”…..because not below grade on all 4 sidesTypically, because the basement floor is the lowest floor, it must be elevated to at least the required flood protection level of 1 ft. above BFEFP Basement exceptions:Two Iowa communities—received a residential basement floodproofing rating credit (exception) from FEMACliveIndependence La Porte CityAa FEMA Residential Basement Floodproofing Certificate must be completed. 



Anchoring
Additional anchoring measures are required:

• Where base flood velocities exceed 5 feet 
per second;

• In areas subject to waves and high winds;
• Factory built home
• Engineer’s certification
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance states that: New and substantially improved structures must be designed (or modified) and adequately anchored to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral movement of the structure resulting from hydrodynamic and hydrostatic loads, including the effects of buoyancy. This is of particular concern where the flow velocities are greater than 5 fps (which fortunately isn’t often in the areas outside the FW)Also worry where there are waves or high windsFactory built homes must already be anchored to resist windIf dealing with a area with those types of velocities, might be good to get some type of engineers certification that the building is adequately anchored



Accessory Structures
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Accessory Structures
Accessory structures to residential uses may 
be exempted from the building protection 
standards

• Sheds
• Detached garages

Agriculture buildings (with a variance)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ordinance exempts accessory structures from the flood protection requirementsApplies to sheds, detached garages and other structures accessory to a “residential use”Does not apply to garages and sheds associated with commercial or other usesApply to certain types of low damage potential agricultural buildings (e.g., machine storage shed)FEMA’s most recent Ag Structure guidance requires that this be dealt with through “variance”Note: grain storage bins are not considered to have a low flood damage potential.



Residential Accessory Structures
• Not for human habitation
• Size limited to 600 sq feet.
• Used for vehicle parking and low flood damage potential 

storage
• Constructed using flood-resistant materials below FPE
• Elevate or floodproof utilities
• Be able to protect or elevate stored contents and 

equipment in event of a flood
• Provide wall openings
• Anchor structure to prevent flotation, collapse, or lateral 

movement
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order for a residential accessory structure to be eligible for the exemption from the elevation requirements of the ordinance, it must satisfy the following criteria:Not for human habitationSize limited to 600 sq. feetConstructed using flood resistant materials (no drywall or insulation)Utilities elevated above required flood protection levelLow flood damage potential useFirmly anchored



Factory built homes
Must meet same flood 

protection requirements 
as a building, elevated to 

the FPE
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Anchoring factory built homes 
Permanent                                      
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• Permanent                           
foundation with                                     
below-grade                                        
footing

• Tie-downs
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permanent foundationReinforced piersPostsPilesPoured concrete wallsReinforced block walls Compacted fill (as appropriate and with a fill permit) Post-tensioned dry-tack pier (with adequate downward tension through the tie-down and anchoring system).  Should use in areas of low velocity



Recreational Vehicles
If placed in the SFHA must:
• Be on the site for fewer than 180 

consecutive days,

• Be fully licensed and ready for highway use.

• Otherwise treat as a factory-built home.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be fully licensed and ready for highway use. “Ready for highway use” means that it is on its wheels or jacking system and is attached to the site only by quick disconnect type utilities and has no permanently attached additions.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:NPS_map_symbol_rv_campground.png
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Can you tell me if these buildings are 
compliant?



Is this building compliant?
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Is this building compliant?



Is this building 
compliant?
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Presentation Notes
Look at the opening.  Too high and probably not enough of them.Why are the air conditioning compressor and electrical service at different elevations?
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Is this building compliant?



Poll Question #7

How many consecutive days is a 
Recreational Vehicle allowed to be 
onsite before it is considered to be a 
structure?
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Poll Question #7How many consecutive days is a Recreational Vehicle allowed to be onsite before it is considered to be a structure?6 inches60 days90 days180 days365 days
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Section 12  
Regulatory 
Requirements:  
Existing Buildings –
Improvements and 
Repairs



NFIP Rule: 
• If the cost of improvements or the cost 

to repair damage > 50% of the “market 
value” of the building, it must be 
brought up to current floodplain 
development standards. 

Iowa rule: 

• This requirement also applies when the 
original floor area of a building is 
increased by 25%.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is what is defined in your ordinance as a “Substantial improvement”Iowa DNR rules also apply this to additions that result in 25% or more increase in footprint of building



Substantial
Improvement

• Remodeling
• Rehabilitation
• Additions
• Repairs
• Multiple projects
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
<read slide>One problem you might have is with “multiple projects”.If 2nd project is applied for w/in less than a year from the first, the community should consider it to be part of the same project in calculation of substantial improvementAnother potential issue is that in our model ordinances we’ve added a permit exemption for something we call “routine maintenance”We’ll discuss that in a few minutesROUTINE MAINTENANCE OF EXISTING BUILDINGS AND FACILITIES – Repairs necessary to keep a structure in a safe and habitable condition that do not trigger a building permit, provided they are not associated with a general improvement of the structure or repair of a damaged structure.  Such repairs include:   Normal maintenance of structures such as re-roofing, replacing roofing tiles and replacing siding; Exterior and interior painting, papering, tiling, carpeting, cabinets, counter tops and similar finish work;Basement sealing;Repairing or replacing damaged or broken window panes;Repairing plumbing systems, electrical systems, heating or air conditioning systems and repairing wells or septic systems 



The formula

Cost of improvement project 

Market Value of the building

Example:
$60,000 project 

$100,000 building

> 50%

12-4
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Presentation Notes
<read slide>Let’s start by discussing how to determine the cost of an improvement project



Cost of Improvement
The structural costs including:
• “True” cost of all materials
• “True” cost of labor
• Built-in appliances
• Overhead & profit
• Repairs/other work done at the same time.

12-5
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Presentation Notes
True cost of materials – regardless of whether are donated, salvage, etc.True cost of labor – even if doing the work yourself – is whatever it would cost to hire the work done by someone qualified to do it.Repair and other work done at the same timeItems considered to be “routine maintenance” are included in the calculation of are part of the same projectRemember when we said earlier that Routine Maintenance did not require a floodplain development permit?Well, calculation of SI includes the costs for Routine Maintenance if it’s being done as part of the same project.
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Items to be included:
• All structural elements, including:
• Spread or continuous foundation footings and 

pilings;
• Monolithic or other types of concrete slabs;
• Bearing walls, tie beams, and trusses;
• Floors and ceilings;
• Attached decks and porches;
• Interior partition walls;
• Exterior wall finishes (brick, stucco, siding) 

including painting and moldings;
• Windows and doors;
• Reshingling or retiling a roof; and
• Hardware.
• All interior finishing elements, including:
• Tiling, linoleum, stone, or carpet over 

subflooring;
• Bathroom tiling and fixtures;
• Wall finishes (drywall, painting, stucco, plaster, 

paneling, marble, etc);

• Kitchen, utility, and bathroom cabinets;
• Built-in bookcases, cabinets, and furniture; 

and
• Hardware.
• All utility and service equipment, including:
• HVAC equipment;
• Plumbing and electrical services;
• Light fixtures and ceiling fans;
• Security systems;
• Built-in kitchen appliances;
• Central vacuum systems; and
• Water filtration, conditioning, or 

recirculation systems.
• Cost to demolish storm-damaged building 

components;
• Labor and other costs associated with 

moving or altering undamaged building 
components to accommodate improvements 
or additions; and

• Overhead and profits. 12-7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of the types of items that should be included in the calculation of the cost of the improvementComplete list on page 12-7Also Items to be excluded:Plans and specifications;Survey costs;Permit fees;Post-storm debris removal and clean up; andOutside improvements, including:Landscaping; Sidewalks; Fences;
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Items to be Excluded:
• Plans and specifications; 
• Survey costs; 
• Permit fees; 
• Post-storm debris removal and clean up; and 
• Outside improvements, including: 

• Landscaping; 
• Sidewalks; 
• Fences; 
• Yard lights; 
• Swimming pools; 
• Detached structures (including garages, sheds, and gazebos); and 
• Landscape irrigation systems. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of the types of items that should be included in the calculation of the cost of the improvementComplete list on page 12-7Also Items to be excluded:Plans and specifications;Survey costs;Permit fees;Post-storm debris removal and clean up; andOutside improvements, including:Landscaping; Sidewalks; Fences;



The formula

Cost of improvement project   
Market value of the building

Example:

$60,000 project 
$100,000 building

> 50%

12-4
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Presentation Notes
Now we’ll discuss how to determine market value. 



Market value
What a willing buyer would pay for the 
building. Sources:

• Independent appraisal

• Adjusted tax assessments
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What a willing buyer would pay for the buildingMarket value pertains to the structure ONLY.  Not property, landscaping, detached accessory structures, etc.Appraisal is most accurate.  But, tax assessments are acceptable.  Important thing is to be consistent.



Minor Rehabilitation:  < 50%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Minor rehabilitations are not required to elevate or protect. Still advisable to incorporate methods to reduce flood damage such as flood-resistant materials, elevate utilities, etc., where possible



Major Rehabilitation:  > 50%
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we have an example of a major rehab projectThis one is elevated on an enclosureNotice the foundation openings
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So, how do we handle additions?



Additions:  50% Market Value OR 25% Increase in Footprint
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, in Iowa the definition of substantial improvement includes when an addition results in a 25% or more increase in the building footprintUnlike with improvements to the existing structure, if an addition is found to constitute a substantial improvement, you only need to elevate the additionExceptions: When the common wall between the existing structure and addition are demolished.When other improvements to the existing structure are being made at the same time (including routine maintenance)Possibly a trick question:Person wants to add a 2nd story to an existing building.Is it considered an addition?  No, because it doesn’t increase the footprint of the existing structureIf cost is 50% or more of market value of existing structure, what will you require in the way of compliance?Lowest floor – including basement – of existing building must be elevated to at least required flood protection level.  Why?Is a substantial improvement to existing structure.  And, because it is part of the existing structure (not an addition built off to the side) the entire structure needs to be brought into compliance.
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I’ve got an old commercial building 
that the owner wants to rehab.



Builder’s cost estimates
Architect’s fees $5,000
Contractor 50,000
Contractor’s profits 5,000
Cost to bring electrical                               
up to new electrical code 10,000
Expansion of parking lot 10,000
New automatic garage doors                        
for another part of the building 10,000

Total cost of the project $75,000
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the contractors bid for the work.Are there any items that we can ignore in trying to determine if it’s a substantial improvement?Architect’s feesParking lot



You talk to the County Assessor and you both agree 
that the existing building is worth $140,000.

• Is the project a substantial improvement?

• What papers should you collect to document your 
decision?
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What information do you need to make your decision?Builder’s cost estimateDocumentation for method of determining market value



The formula

Cost of improvement project   
Market value of the building

$75,000 project 
$140,000 building

> 50%

12-4
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= 54%



Documents needed
• Builder’s cost estimate

• Basis for market value

• Assessor’s notes, appraiser’s report
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Substantial 
Damage

• Damage from any 
cause

• All buildings, 
regardless whether 
insured
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your ordinance defines Substantial Damage as:Damage by an cause (flood, fire, wind, etc.) where cost to repair to “pre-damaged” condition equals or exceeds 50% of the pre-damage market value.Applies to ALL buildings, regardless of whether they have flood insurance.



The formula

Cost of repair              
Pre-damage market value of the building

Example:

$60,000 project 
$100,000 building

> 50%

12-4
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Cost to repair
• “True” cost to restore the building to its pre-

damaged condition.
• Regardless whether the owner wants to 

restore or not.
• Get contractor’s or construction estimator’s 

estimate.
• Check against insurance claim.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is the cost of repair?True cost to restore building, giving true cost to labor and materialsEven if don’t want to make the repairsGood source – contractor’s estimateIf have flood insurance, check against insurance claim.



Exceptions
• Non-construction expenses (surveying, permit fees, 

etc.)

• Demolition, emergency repairs

• Non-building work (driveway, etc.)

• Historic structures

• Code violations (see Section 4.4.8, FEMA P-758)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Non-construction expenses (surveying, permit fees, etc.Demolition or emergency repairs made for health & safety reasons or to prevent further damage to the buildingNon-building work (driveways, etc.)Historic structures – we’ll discuss those later onCode violations – does not include any project for improvement of a structure to correct existing violations of state or local health, sanitary, or safety code specifications which have been identified by the local code enforcement official and which are the minimum necessary to assure safe living conditions.Notice the term “minimum necessary” .  In other words, if there are a couple of broken windows, the “minimum” necessary would be to replace the glass, not buy new windowsSection 4.4.8 of FEMA P-578 goes into more details regarding which types of upgrades are/aren’t considered to be corrections of Code violations.A copy of that Section is one of those available for download from the Webinar Control Panel



Increased Cost of 
Compliance

• Building must have flood 
insurance

• Must have been damaged by a 
flood

• Must be determined to be 
substantially damaged by code 
official

• Up to $30,000 to help comply
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A building that’s substantially damaged must be brought into compliance with the elevation requirements for a new structureOf course, that’s at an additional cost to the property ownerThat’s where Increased Cost of Compliance coverage comes inIt’s included with the flood insurance policy underwritten by the NFIPTo qualify <read slide>Up to $30,000 additional claim to bring building into complianceCan be used to raise, move or demolish



Substantial Damage 
Estimator (SDE) 

Software
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Presentation Notes
FEMA has developed a free software program (SDE 3.0) to help local officials make substantial damage estimates. The software is Windows-basedThe software is available online and there is also a manual available. The manual includes detailed instructions on the use of the SDE 3.0 tool and details of the report use and export capability. Occasionally training is provided in the Region and online on how to use the SDE software packageFEMA has an independent study course available that can be taken online through the Agency’s Emergency Management Institute.  



Poll Question #8

Which of the following costs are not
included in the calculation for 
Substantial Improvement/Damage?

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #8Which of the following costs is not included in the calculation for Substantial Improvement/Damage?Replace kitchen cabinetsUpgrade electrical serviceReplace sidewalksRepair foundationReplace furnace



Break
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Section 13
Additional Regulatory 
Standards

Section 14
Permit Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Section 13 – contains information on additional regulatory standards that your community might want to consider dealing with things such as:Highly hazardous areasSubdivision designsLow density zoningAdditional freeboard requirements.Lot’s of good ideas if interestedRight now, let’s talk about the permit review process



A permit is needed for 
development
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we discussed earlier, permit required for any development located in the identified SFHA, including…..



14-3

• Filling, grading, excavation, dredging

• Paving, including state highways
• Storage of materials or equipment

• Fencing
• Additions or remodeling 
• New buildings and structures 

A permit is needed for development

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And, as we discussed, that includes more than just buildings
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On page 14-4 of the Desk Reference is a sample of a permit review flow chart that shows the typical steps that you go through in review of an application for flood plain developmentPretty generic.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first step in that process is to require a written application for the proposed developmentSample on page 14-6 (60.3 b&c) and 14-8 (60.3d)



Permit Review Process
Step 1 – Review for Completeness
Step 2 – Review for Compliance
Step 3 – Application Approval or Denial
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Review for completeness 
• Check all forms 

• Check site plan

• Property lines, set backs

• Floodplain and floodway boundaries

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review application for completenessCheck all formsCheck site planIncluding property lines, setbacksFlood plain and floodway boundaries



Review for completeness 
• Check building plans

• Lowest floor elevation 

• Foundation plans 

• What will be in enclosures

• Check certifications

• Floodproofing 

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check building plans (lowest floor elevation, foundation plans, what will be in enclosures)Check relevant certifications (floodproofing)



Review for completeness 
• Check for other needed permits 

• DNR
• Corps

• Circulate to others for review
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Any other permits required? State, Fed?Circulate to other departments within community



Review for compliance
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Review for compliance
• Check the Base Flood Elevation (BFE)
• Check floodway boundaries
• Review building plans
• Review certifications

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Check to see what the base flood elevation is for that location?Is the project located in or outside the floodway?What do the building plans show for how the building will be elevated or protected?Review any certifications to make sure they indicate the project will be compliant



Approve or deny the permit
 Keep a record.

 If denied:
 Forget the project

 Redesign and reapply

 Appeal

 Request a variance
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
At that point, it’s time to either approve or deny the permit.Be sure to keep a record of the actionIf the application is not in compliance with local regulations, the permit should be denied. The applicant then can choose to:Withdraw the permit application;Redesign the project to bring it into compliance with regulations;Appeal to the Board of Adjustments or Board of Supervisors; orAsk for a variance to the regulations - and variances require concurrence of DNR
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Section 15
Inspections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not sure how many of you conduct project inspections, but they’re a good idea.If your community has amended it FP regulations in the last few years, the Administrator section should contain the following provision:   - Perform site inspections to ensure compliance with the standards of this Ordinance.



Three Recommended
Inspections

• Pre-construction inspection;
• Elevation inspection; and
• Final inspection.
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15-3
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On page 15-3 is a sample Inspection Report form



Pre-construction inspection

• Location of the floodplain and floodway 
boundaries 

• Setbacks from lot lines, channel banks 

• Floodway encroachment, if applicable 

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Elevation inspection
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Check                                                                   
before                                                         
slab or                                             

foundation                                                      
is poured

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For buildings, it’s a good idea for the applicant to have the lowest floor elevation checked by a surveyor before the slab or foundation is pouredSeen several occasions where the builder found out too late that the floor was poured at the wrong elevation



Elevation inspection
• Check fill for compaction, slope and 

protection measures 

• Check building location 

• Check crawlspace openings 

• Floodway encroachments 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Other things to check…



Final inspection 
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Final inspection 
• Check if foundation has been altered 
• Obtain as-built elevation certificate or 

floodproofing certificate 
• Check enclosures for openings and use 
• Check for elevated utilities
• Check for floodway encroachment 
• Check factory built home’s anchoring

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

15-6
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Section 16
Appeals and 
Variances 



Variances
• Conditions are unique to the property
• Pertain to the land and not structure, its 

inhabitants, or property owners
• Need DNR approval
• Applicant must show 

• Good cause 
• Exceptional hardship

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variance is a grant of relief by the community from the terms of a land use, zoning or building regulation.Should be rare.Should only be granted where the conditions are unique to the property.Ideally, should pertain to the parcel of land and not the structure, inhabitants or property ownersNeeds DNR concurrenceApplicant must show good cause and that denial of the variance would result in exceptional hardship.
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Hardship Test
• The concept of unnecessary hardship is 

the cornerstone of all variance standards, 
whether or not the floodplain is involved.

• The applicant has the burden of proving 
unnecessary hardship.

16-6
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Variance checklist of page 16-4Some of the questions listed:Is the request for the property unique?  If not, then other similarly situated land would also be eligible for a variance for the same reasonsIs the property in the floodway?  If so, then no variance can be granted if it results in an increase in the Base flood 100-year flood profileWill granting the variance increase the threat to public safety?Would denial result in exceptional hardship?



Examples of reasons NOT 
acceptable for a variance

• House will look different from neighbors’
• Resident can’t go up steps
• It will cost more to comply
• Affect on property values

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Examples of what are NOT exceptional hardship:Affect on property valueOwner does not have enough money to complyElevated house will look different from neighboring housesThe owner cannot walk up steps to an elevated house



Lowest Floor 1 ft. above BFE , premium =$941/year 

No variance to flood insurance rates
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Lowest Floor 1 ft. below BFE , premium =$4336/year 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: granting a variance by the community does not result in a variance from flood insurance ratesLet’s say you granted an elevation variance for a $150,000 home.  Based on April 2021 rates:If elevated correctly 1 ft above BFE, premium would be $941If the lowest floor was just 1 ft. below the BFE, the rate for the same building would be $4336.



Historic Structures
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Historic Structures
• Structures listed on:

• National Register of Historic Places
• State Historical Society of Iowa Inventory
• A Federally-certified local historic preservation 

board 

• Can have a variance if it ’s the minimum 
necessary to preserve the historic character
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Historic Buildings In order to be considered to be an historic structure the building must be listed on:National Register of Historic PlacesState Historical Society of Iowa InventoryA Federally-certified local historic preservation board Communities may exempt historic buildings from NFIP requirements for substantial improvement and substantial damage.  Can be done one of 2 ways:First, they can exempt them through their definition of substantial improvement. Second, they can issue variances for historic structures. However it’s done, the improvement must not preclude the structures continued designation as a historic structure and must be the minimum necessary to preserve its historic character. 
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Section 17 
Enforcement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In order to ensure that non-compliant development is not occurring, you need to monitor your SFHA and respond to complaints



Enforcement Steps
• Contact property owner in person or by phone

• Follow up with written notice

• Talk to attorney

• Issue a stop work order

• Post violation notice on property

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A number of steps you can take when dealing with a violation include: <read slide>



Legal Recourse
• Fines
• Record violation on the 

property deed
• Restraining order for 

active construction or 
grading activities

• Tickets
• DNR

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our goal is to either bring the project into compliance, or have it removed from the SFHA (not just collect a fine)Remember that, under Iowa law, each day that a violation continues is considered to be a separate offence.Recording the violation with the deed will inform future buyers and cloud the deedTickets are used for violations defined in the community’s ordinance as a municipal or county infraction. Get DNR involved (especially if you are a non-delegated community)



Section 1316
• Section 1316 of the National Flood 

Insurance Act

• Denies flood insurance to property

• No Federal aid or disaster assistance

• Difficult to get a mortgage
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
An option that is rarely used, but packs quite a punch, is what’s called the Section 1316 Denial of Flood InsuranceOnly works for buildingsUsed when all other legal means to remedy the violation have been exhaustedSanctions are often sufficient to convince property owner to correct the violationNote: this tool is designed to “supplement” enforcement work, not replace it.



Poll Question #9

True or False: A variance granted from 
the elevation requirements for a 
building will also apply to its flood 
insurance rates:
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Poll Question #9True of False: A variance granted from the elevation requirements for a building will also apply to its flood insurance rates:TrueFalse
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Section 18
Records 



Permit file
• Application forms and site plans
• All correspondence
• Engineering analyses
• Variance or appeals records
• As-built certifications
Keep all as-built records
Old FIRMs, LOMAs, LOMRs

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keep copies of old FIRMs, LOMAs & LOMRs as they may be required to determine sometime in the future if a project was constructed in compliance(i.e., keep old FIRMs in case the BFE changes over the years)



Elevation 
Certificate

• Best record to 
document that the 
structure complies 
with the ordinance

• Needed by owner to 
obtain flood insurance

• Needed for LOMAs
• Needed for Community 

Rating System
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The elevation cert is the best documentation that a building has been constructed in compliance.12 page packet that includes information that the building owner will also need in order to get the proper flood insurance ratingAlso can be used as documentation for LOMA’sAnd, if the community is interested in participating in the Community Rating System, it will need to demonstrate that it requires elevation certificates for new and substantially improved/damaged buildings
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Sections
19. Flood Insurance

20. The Community 
Rating System

21. Disaster Operations

22. Hazard Mitigation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of Chapters in Desk Reference won’t cover todayChapter 19 discusses flood insurance.  However, w/ the Risk Rating 2.0 now effective much of the information is inconsequentialChapter 20 discussed the CRS.  The CRS is a program where FEMA awards community points for doing certain types of things that exceed the minimum required to participate in the NFIP.  For every 500 points earned, all flood policies discounted by %5.  Iowa CRS Toolkit can help you if you are considering becoming a CRS community.  Currently 13 Iowa communities participating in CRSChapter 21 discusses disaster operations for your community and you as the designated administrator of the FP ordinance.  - Iowa Flood Response Toolkit can be helpful!Conduct a building survey to designate as whether building appears to be safe, substantially damaged or “maybe”Notify owners of survey resultsSet high water marksWays to obtain information from insurance adjusters that might indicate whether they believe a building is substantially damagedChapter 22 includes information on hazard mitigation measures and planning
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Sections

23. Executive Order 11988

24. Glossary of Terms

25. References

26. FIS and FIRM

27. FEMA Forms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EO 11988 – sets minimum requirements for Federal agencies to follow when they build in a flood plain, fund projects there or are otherwise responsible for flood plain developmentDoes not prohibit development in the FP, but requires agencies to “consider alternatives to avoid adverse effects and incompatible development in the floodplains”
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Sections

28. Contacts

Appendix 1 –RiskMAP

Index



5 Basic Rules
1. Use the current effective maps

2. Get permits for all “development” in SFHA

3. Do not increase flood hazards onto others 

4. Protect new structures from the Base Flood

5. Enforce substantial improvement/damage rules
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There is help
• Desk Reference and Ready 

Reference
• DNR and FEMA staff
• IFSMA

• Emergency Management      
Institute
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Going Above and 
Beyond

 Certified Floodplain Manager

 ASFPM:  www.floods.org

 Community Rating System

 Eugene Kohls
Insurance Services Office
EKohls@verisk.com
(305) 202-1780
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mailto:EKohls@verisk.com


Iowa Floodplain and Stormwater Management 
Association (IFSMA)
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www.iowafloods.org



http://www.extension.iastate.edu/floodinginiowa

FLOODPLAIN MANAGEMENT 
WORKSHOP

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In collaboration with Iowa State University Extension & OutreachEducate local officials and general public about flood risks and basic floodplain management principlesTopic AreasNational Flood Insurance ProgramFlooding and Natural SystemsFloodplain MappingFloodplain RegulationsFlood Insurance 

http://www.extension.iastate.edu/floodinginiowa


Thank you so much for your help
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for participating.  Stay safe 
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Iowa DNR Floodplain and Dam Safety Program
NFIP Coordination Staff

Ken Bouma (515) 725-8352 Ken.Bouma@dnr.iowa.gov
Jason Conn (515) 725-8333 Jason.Conn@dnr.iowa.gov
Adrienne Ricehill (515) 725-9320        Adrienne.Ricehill@dnr.iowa.gov

Iowa DNR Website: http://floodplain.iowadnr.gov

Flooding In Iowa Video Series: http://www.extension.iastate.edu/floodinginiowa 

FEMA Map Service Center: https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home

mailto:Ken.Bouma@dnr.iowa.gov
mailto:Jason.Conn@dnr.iowa.gov
mailto:Adrienne.richhill@dnr.iowa.gov
mailto:drienne.Ricehill@dnr.iowa.gov
http://floodplain.iowadnr.gov/
http://www.extension.iastate.edu/floodinginiowa
https://msc.fema.gov/portal/home
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